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ABSTRACT
Ensemble and single-molecule spectroscopy demonstrates that both emission and absorption of peridinin−chlorophyll−protein photosynthetic
antennae can be largely enhanced through plasmonic interactions. We find up to 18-fold increase of the chlorophyll fluorescence for complexes
placed near a silver metal layer. This enhancement, which leaves no measurable effects on the protein structure, is observed when exciting
either chlorophyll or carotenoid and is attributed predominantly to an increase of the excitation rate in the antenna. The enhancement mechanism
comes from plasmon-induced amplification of electromagnetic fields inside the complex. This result is an important step toward applying
plasmonic nanostructures for controlling the optical response of complex biomolecules and improving the design and functioning of artificial
light-harvesting systems.
Strong enhancement of electromagnetic fields generated
through plasmon resonances in metal films and particles has
recently stimulated a considerable interest in diverse research
fields such as optical spectroscopy, cell imaging, quantum
information processing, nanophotonics, and biosensors.1-5
This versatility results from a dramatic influence that
plasmons impose on the absorption and emission properties
of nearby located dipoles, for example, semiconductor
nanocrystals and nanowires6-12 or dye molecules.13-18 Optical
response of an emitter coupled to a plasmonic structure
depends upon spatial arrangement as well as spectral
characteristics of a studied system. Remarkable progress has
been made in on-demand design of metal nanostructures,
which is essential for tuning the resonance frequency and
thus the coupling strength.13,14,19 Complementary efforts
focused on developing advanced experiments to study dipoles
placed in the vicinity of a metal nanoparticle have shed light
on the interplay between radiative and nonradiative processes
in these systems.16,18 This very relation determines whether
the fluorescence is enhanced9-11,16 or quenched due to the
dominating role of nonradiative energy transfer from the
dipole to the metal.15,18
Metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF) has been observed
for many hybrid systems that include nanocrystals on
corrugated metal surfaces,10,11 dye molecules coupled to metal
nanoparticles,18 and nanocrystal-nanoparticle bioconjugates.8
In all these cases, very stable and highly fluorescing emitters
have been selected. It would be, however, highly desirable
to apply MEF to weakly fluorescing systems such as DNA,20
carbon nanotubes21 or, yet experimentally unexplored in this
context, light-harvesting complexes. These latter protein-
pigment systems, which contain chlorophyll (Chl) and
carotenoid molecules embedded in a protein matrix, partici-
pate in the photosynthesis process by collecting sunlight
energy and transferring it to reactions centers. The presence
of fluorescing Chls and the protein, separated by a few
nanometers, renders light-harvesting complexes ideal for
studying the protein energy landscape, a timely concept in
biophysical chemistry.22 Intriguing is also a possibility to
use metal nanoparticles for tuning the energy transfer
between carotenoids and Chls as well as between Chls
themselves, which may help design and optimize artificial
light-harvesting structures.23-25
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The structure of a single monomer of the peridinin-
chlorophyll-protein (PCP), a water-soluble peripheral light-
harvesting antenna from dinoflagellate Amphidinium cart-
erae, is depicted in Figure 1a. Organized in two clusters, it
contains two Chl a (green) and eight peridinin (Pers, orange)
pigments that are closely packed within the hydrophobic
cavity formed by the protein and a lipid (blue).26 The distance
between the two Chls a is 17.4 Å. The absorption spectrum
(Figure 1b) shows that PCP utilizes the carotenoid, Per, as
its primary pigment, which is responsible for the dominant
absorption band in the blue-green spectral region (350 to
550 nm). The Chls absorb around 668 nm (QY band) and
440 nm (Soret band). The Per absorption range corresponds
well to plasmon energies of metal nanoparticles. The
fluorescence of PCP originates from the QY transition of Chl
a and it is located at 673 nm (Figure 1b), more than 100 nm
below the Per absorption band. The overlap between Per
absorption and plasmon frequencies together with the large
Stokes shift renders PCP an ideal system for studying the
impact of plasmonic interactions on the excitation and
recombination dynamics in this simple light-harvesting
biomolecule.
This proof-of-concept work demonstrates that plasmon
excitations in a silver island film (SIF) induce dramatic
fluorescence enhancements in individual pigment-protein
complexes. Fluorescence spectroscopy of single PCP com-
plexes deposited randomly on SIF reveals an average
emission intensity increase by a factor of 6 with some
complexes showing even an 18-fold enhancement. Remark-
ably, there is no influence of SIF on the emission energy,
indicating that the pigment-protein complexes remain intact
near the metal surface. Steady-state and time-resolved
experiments on ensembles show similar MEF when PCP is
excited into Per and Chl a absorption. Considering faster
photobleaching of SIF-deposited PCP, the results suggest that
the dominant mechanism of MEF is a strong increase of the
excitation rate in the light-harvesting complex, which is
highly favorable as it improves light collection efficiency.
We envision a breakthrough in developing strategies for
efficient light-harvesting systems through controlled fabrica-
tion of hybrid structures composed of the natural light-
harvesting antennae and inorganic systems including metal
nanoparticles.
PCP complexes were obtained by biochemical reconstitu-
tion of the N-terminal domain apoprotein with Per and Chl
a, as described in detail previously.27 The final product was
equilibrated with TRIS buffer (5 mM, pH 7.6) and kept
frozen until used. Silver island films were prepared by
reducing an aqueous silver nitrate solution.10 All chemicals
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.
Briefly, freshly prepared aqueous NaOH (1.25 M) was added
to a silver nitrate solution. The precipitate was redissolved
by adding NH4OH, and the solution was cooled to 5 °C
under stirring. After adding D-glucose, 12 clean microscope
cover slips were dipped in the solution, which was then
heated up to 30 °C. The resulting Ag-covered glass coverslips
were examined using absorption spectroscopy and atomic
force microscopy (AFM). AFM images taken with an
MFP3D instrument (Asylum Research) using a “Nanosensors
Pointprobe-Plus” cantilever showed metal islands with diam-
eters from 70 to 140 nm and heights between 30 and 40 nm
(see Figure 1SM of Supporting Information). The resulting
plasmon resonance has a maximum at 450 nm (see Figure
2SM of Supporting Information) and the line width of about
150 nm, and thus matches nicely the PCP absorption.
Desired concentrations of the light-harvesting complexes
were achieved by diluting the PCP solution in 2% aqueous
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) solution (Sigma-Aldrich). Sub-
sequently, 20 íL drop of the sample was spin-coated on the
SIF coverslips. Samples prepared on bare glass coverslips
in exactly the same way were used as reference. The
thickness of the PVA layer containing PCP complexes was
about 100 nm. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of the
ensembles and single PCP complexes were measured at room
temperature with a modified scanning confocal microscope
(Zeiss LSM 410) equipped with a high NA oil-immersion
objective (Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 63x/1.4). The samples
were excited at 532 and 632 nm. The emission was extracted
using band-pass filters (HQ 670/10, Chroma), dispersed by
an Amici prism and detected by a Peltier-cooled charge-
couple device camera (Princeton Instruments, EEV 1300/
100-EMB-chip) with exposure times of 1 s. Fluorescence
lifetimes were measured with a time-correlated single photon
counting technique (Becker & Hickl, SPC-140 TCSPC-
Board). In this case, a 530/10 nm bandpass filter (Thorlabs)
was used to select the excitation wavelength from the white
Figure 1. (a) Structure of a PCP monomer: eight peridinins
(orange), two chlorophylls (green), and a lipid molecule are
embedded in a protein matrix of which only the backbone is shown.
PDB entry 1PPR (27). (b) Room-temperature absorption (black)
and fluorescence spectra (red) of N-PCP reconstituted with Per
and Chl a. Fluorescence was excited at 532 nm.
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light supercontinuum given by a Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent
Mira, 150 fs pulse width, 75.3 MHz repetition rate). The
excitation beam was guided into the microscope (Nikon
Eclipse TE2000-S) and focused onto the sample using an
oil-immersion objective (Nikon Plan Fluor S, NA ) 1.3).
The sample fluorescence spectrally filtered with a 670/10BP
filter (Chroma) was detected with a fast APD (APD-MPD-
5CTC PicoQuant, full width at half-maximum of 27 ps).
Single-molecule spectroscopy provides a very direct
insight into the optical properties of nanostructures28 by
revealing information not only about average values but also
intrinsic distributions of measured parameters. Representative
spectra, measured with identical laser power of 15 íW for
individual PCP complexes deposited on SIF (red) and glass
(green) coverslips, are shown in Figure 2a. The excitation
wavelength of 532 nm corresponds to the Per absorption
(Figure 1b), therefore the Chls are excited via the energy
transfer, which randomizes any polarization of the excitation.
The emission of the PCP complex on the glass coverslips is
comparable to previously reported results.29,30 By contrast,
the fluorescence intensity of the complex placed close to SIF
exhibits a huge, 6-fold enhancement. This is the first
experimental demonstration that interaction with plasmons
can lead to dramatic MEF of Chls in light-harvesting
complexes. In Figure 2b, we compare the intensities mea-
sured for over sixty PCP complexes on glass (green) and
SIF surfaces (red). On average, the fluorescence increases
by a factor of 6 (average intensities for PCP on glass and on
SIF are 90 and 540 counts per second, respectively), but for
some complexes we observe even an 18-fold increase. The
significant broadening of the intensity distribution obtained
for PCP complexes on SIF layer provides not only a clear
proof for efficient coupling between metal and biomolecule
but is also a direct consequence of inhomogeneities charac-
teristic for the chosen geometry.10 First, the size variation
of Ag nanoparticles in the SIF layer, as observed using AFM,
results in a broad distribution of fluorescence enhancement
factors for individual PCP complexes. Therefore, we would
expect the PCP fluorescence intensity to reflect the hetero-
geneity of the system. In addition, the interaction between
the metal surface and the pigments (Per and Chl) depends
on the distance: fluorescence is quenched for PCP complexes
located directly on the SIF surface,27 while fluorescence of
the ones separated by approximately 50 nm or more should
remain unaffected. A signature of the latter is presumably
the fraction of PCP complexes on SIF with intensities below
200 counts per second, which is comparable to signals
measured for the reference sample. On the other hand, an
indirect indication for the quenching could be smaller (by
approximately by 15%) number of PCP molecules per unit
area observed for SIF-covered coverslips.
Importantly, neither the line width nor the wavelength of
the PCP fluorescence are affected by the proximity of the
silver metal film. The distribution of maximum emission
wavelengths measured for over sixty PCP complexes on SIF
(Figure 2c) is centered at 673 nm, and thus matches almost
perfectly the distributions obtained previously for PCP on
the glass surface.30 We therefore conclude that the protein
surrounding the pigments remains intact during the experi-
ment, and the complex as a whole maintains its light-
harvesting function. This is also supported by the efficient
energy transfer between Per and Chl (used for Chl excita-
tion), which is critically depending on the distance between
the pigments. This observation shows considerable promise
for applying plasmonic nanostructures to tune the spectro-
scopic properties of natural and artificial photosynthetic
complexes, including absorption cross-sections, fluorescence
dynamics and rates of energy transfer. It requires a further
development of ways for better controlling the homogeneity
of the fluorescence enhancement of biomolecules, through
precise nanofabrication of plasmonic structures and tuning
the distance and orientation between metal nanoparticles and
light-harvesting complexes.
Figure 2. (a) Typical fluorescence spectra of individual PCP
complexes on glass (green) and SIF-coated (red) coverslips excited
at 532 nm. Black curve corresponds to the background. (b)
Distribution of fluorescence intensity measured for over sixty single
PCP complexes on glass (green) and SIF-coated coverslips. (c)
Distribution of maximum emission energies for PCP complexes
deposited on SIF-covered coverslip.
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Ensemble fluorescence was measured on more concen-
trated PCP samples deposited under otherwise identical
conditions on SIF and bare glass coverslips. To probe MEF
effect for PCP complexes excited selectively in the Per or
Chl absorption bands (Figure 1), the samples were excited
at 532 (Figure 3a) and 632 nm (Figure 3b). In each case, 10
spectra were collected at different locations to judge the
influence of local fluctuations of PCP concentration; the
preparations were found homogeneous with standard inten-
sity deviations of less than 15%. The spectra shown in Figure
3 are close to average ones with red and green lines
representing PCP complexes deposited on SIF and bare glass
coverslips, respectively. For both excitation wavelengths, the
fluorescence intensity of PCP complexes on the metal surface
is clearly increased compared to the reference samples. For
PCP excited into Per absorption (532 nm), we observe a
6-fold enhancement of the fluorescence intensity in perfect
agreement with the single molecule results. The enhancement
is even larger (8.5-fold), when the light-harvesting complexes
are excited directly into the blue wing of the Chl QY-band
(632 nm), although the absorption spectrum of the SIF and
the wavelength dependence of the electric-field enhancement
(see below) would suggest the reverse. However, the
excitation mechanisms for these two wavelengths are quali-
tatively different (see Figure 3SM of Supporting Informa-
tion). With the laser wavelength of 632 nm, only Chl
molecules are excited and thus the increase of the fluores-
cence intensity is only due to plasmonic interaction with Chls.
On the other hand, the excitation at 532 nm corresponds
almost exclusively to Per absorption and the excited states
of the Chls are populated via subsequent energy transfer.30
Because the Per absorption as well as the efficiency of energy
transfer could be affected by the proximity of the metal
film,20 both these processes contribute to the experimentally
observed fluorescence enhancement. As they cannot be
separated from each other, we are not able to directly
compare the results obtained for the two excitation wave-
lengths of 532 and 632 nm. Importantly, the wavelength and
the line width of the emission remain unaffected by the
support, as observed on a single molecule level, and by the
excitation wavelength. The curves obtained by multiplying
the spectra measured for the reference samples by the
respective enhancement factors (black points in Figure 3a,b),
match perfectly the fluorescence spectra of PCP complexes
on SIF substrates. This reinforces the conclusion reached
from single-molecule data that the protein structure of PCP
complexes are unaffected in any significant way by the
presence of metal nanostructures in its vicinity.
Another facet of how plasmonic excitations in SIF layer
influence the spectroscopic properties of PCP complexes is
displayed in Figure 3c, where we plot time evolution of the
fluorescence intensity measured for PCP ensembles excited
at 532 nm. The emission intensity of the reference sample
decreases by 10% over the first 30 s.; that of the PCP
complexes coupled to SIF decreases during this time by
50%. The increased photobleaching on SIF results probably
from a larger number of photocycles realized by Chl
molecules in this light-harvesting system. This indicates that
the dominant mechanism responsible for the fluorescence
enhancement is a dramatic increase of the light absorption.
There is also increased photobleaching on SIF surface if PCP
excited into the Chl absorption (632 nm), but the effect is
less pronounced. It should be noted, however, that direct
excitation of Chls leads already to a faster photobleaching
of the PCP complexes deposited on the glass surface, as com-
pared to excitation via Per. This can be intuitively understood
by an incomplete energy transfer from Per to Chl,20 resulting
in a smaller number of photocycles in a given time.
Figure 3. (a) Average fluorescence emission spectra measured for
PCP ensembles on bare glass (green) and SIF-coated coverslips
(red) excited at 532 nm. Black points correspond to the spectrum
measured for PCP on glass multiplied by a factor of six. (b) Average
fluorescence emission spectra measured for PCP ensembles on bare
glass (green) and SIF-coated coverslips (red) excited at 632 nm.
Black points correspond to the spectrum measured for PCP on
glass multiplied by a factor of 8.5. (c) Temporal evolution of the
fluorescence intensity of PCP ensembles on bare glass (green) and
SIF-coated coverslips (red). The excitation wavelength was 532
nm. Dots and squares represent two independent measurements for
each configuration.
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Important information about the exact mechanism of
fluorescence enhancement and relative contributions of
nonradiative and radiative processes can be deduced from
the excited-state dynamics. In Figure 4, the fluorescence
decay of PCP complexes on SIF (red line) is compared with
that of the reference sample (green line). The fluorescence
signal of PCP on glass decays monoexponentially with a
lifetime of ô ) 3.68 ns. In contrast, the fluorescence of PCP
complexes deposited on SIF decays much faster and features
multiexponential behavior. The lifetime of the high-intensity
component is as short as 200 ps. At later times, the trajectory
gradually approaches that of PCP on glass coverslips; at times
>1 ns both curves are parallel to each other. The complex,
multiexponential behavior is another aspect of the afore-
mentioned sample heterogeneity with contributions from PCP
complexes interacting with metal nanostructures of different
sizes, as well as distribution of the interaction strength due
to changes in distances between the SIF layer and the
pigments in the complex.
The experimentally observed MEF of single light-harvest-
ing complexes can be qualitatively analyzed with a simple
model that has been applied previously to metal nanoparticle
(NP)-nanocrystal assemblies.8,10 This analysis also provides
an intuitive scenario, where an increased absorption in the
presence of metal film is the dominant mechanism of
fluorescence enhancement. For simplicity, we calculate the
plasmonic interaction between a light-harvesting PCP com-
plex and a Ag NP with a diameter of 80 nm and assume
that the fluorescence of PCP is nonpolarized. This neglects
the size distribution of the metal nanoparticles in SIF, as
well as any polarization and anisotropy effects of PCP
emission (i.e., two Chl molecules are approximated by a
single dipole). The emission intensity of a molecule in the
vicinity of a metal NP can then be expressed as
where ìex and ìemiss are the excitation and emission wave-
lengths, çtot,0 ) 1/ôlifetime,0, çrad,0, and çnon-rad are the total,
radiative, and nonradiative relaxation rates of a PCP complex
in the absence of metal NP, respectively, Iabs,0 is the
absorption of an isolated PCP complex, and çtransfer is the
Fo¨rster energy transfer rate from the PCP complex to the
Ag NP. The relaxation rate of the PCP complex in the
vicinity of metal NP is given by
The parameter P(ì) describes the electric-field enhancement
factor at the site of the molecule due to the presence of metal
it affects both the absorption and emission properties of the
complex.
We now estimate the fluorescence enhancement
P(ìex)P(ìemiss) for a PCP complex in PVA matrix in the
vicinity of a spherical Ag NP. The first factor P(ìex)
described the absorption process, and the second is associated
with the emission. The enhancement factors P(ì) for both
absorption and emission should be averaged over all direc-
tions
where RNP and d are the NP radius and the distance between
the NP and the PCP complex, respectively, and d ) RNP +
¢ (see inset in Figure 5). The dielectric constants for Ag
Ag(ì) are taken from ref 31, while for the PVA polymer we
use 0 ) 2.2. In Figure 5a, we show the electric-field
enhancement P(ìl)P(ìemiss)calculated for a PCP complex
placed 4 nm from the Ag NP with a radius RNP ) 40 nm.
The obtained enhancement factors for the absorption and
emission are P(ìex ) 532 nm)  6 and P(ìemiss ) 673 nm)
 3.4, respectively. These values indicate that the fluores-
cence enhancement observed for single PCP molecules on
SIF surface is primarily due to increased probability of
photon absorption, P(ìex), which results from an excitation
wavelength that is closer to the plasmon resonance of the
Ag NP than the emission wavelength. Of course, the
enhancement factor P(ìex)P(ìemiss) depends strongly on the
distance between the Ag NP and the PCP complex and on
the NP size. Keeping the NP radius constant at RNP ) 40
nm, effective enhancement factors of P(ìex ) 532 nm)P(ìemiss
) 673 nm)  19-2 are obtained for Ag NP-PCP distances
of ¢ ) 4-20 nm. On the other hand, for larger NP sizes of
RNP ) 100 nm, the total fluorescence increase factor of the
PCP complex separated by 4 nm is larger than 30. These
values agree well with fluorescence enhancements observed
experimentally. The fluorescence decay measured for PCP
on SIF (see Figure 4) shows strongly shortened lifetime
of PCP complexes that are presumably very close to the
Ag surface. Taking an average decay rate of 1 ns-1, we
obtain a fluorescence decrease by a factor of çtot/çtot,0  4.
Because the experimentally observed fluorescence is in-
creased by a factor of Iemiss,complex/Iemiss,0  6 (excitation at
532 nm), the effective enhancement factor for PCP com-
Figure 4. Time-resolved fluorescence of PCP on bare glass (green)
and SIF-coated coverslips (red). The excitation wavelength was 530
nm, and the pulse width was 150 fs.
Iemiss,complex )
çrad,0Iabs,0P(ìex)P(ìemiss)
çtransfer + çrad,0P(ìemiss) + çnon-rad
)
P(ìex)P(ìemiss)
çtot,0
çtot
Iemiss,0 (1)
çtot ) çtransfer + çrad,0P(ìemiss) + çnon-rad (2)
P(ì) ) (Px + Py + Pz)/3 ) 1 + 2
RNP
6
d6 j Ag(ì) - 0Ag(ì) + 20j2
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plexes in the vicinity of Ag NPs is remarkably high, reaching
P(ìex)P(ìemiss)  24.
Strongly shortened lifetimes measured for PCP molecules
placed on SIF are also consistent with the picture of Fo¨rster-
like interactions with metal. Two main mechanisms are
responsible for this effect: (a) Energy from a PCP complex
is transferred to the metal via Coulomb interaction, creating
a short-lived plasmon in an Ag NP. This effect is described
by the contribution çtransfer in eq 2. (b) The radiation time
becomes shorter due to an enhanced probability to emit a
photon from PCP in the vicinity of a metal island. In eq 2,
the mechanism (b) is represented by the renormalized
emission rate çrad,0 ) çrad,0P(ìemiss). If RNP . ¢, the averaged
energy transfer time can be estimated as çtransfer ) ((edexc)2)/
(p02)(0)/(3¢3)Im((Ag - 0))/(0 + Ag). With an optical
dipole moment of PCP dexc  1 Å and ¢ ) 4 nm, we obtain
çtransfer ) 1 ns-1 and çtot ) 1.4 ns-1. This corresponds to the
lifetime of ôlifetime ) 1/çtot ) 0.7 ns, which agrees well with
the experimental values. The dependence of the energy
transfer time on the distance between a PCP complex and
the Ag NP plotted in Figure 5b suggests that the complexes
exhibiting very short lifetimes must be located within a few
nanometers from the metal surface. To obtain the above
estimate for ôlifetime, we used eq 2 and çnon-rad,0 ) (1 - Y)/
ôlifetime,0 and çrad ) Yçrad,0P(ìemiss) ) YâP(ìemiss)/ôlifetime,0, where
Y ) 0.24 is the quantum yield of PCP.30
In conclusion, we demonstrate that the fluorescence of
single light-harvesting PCP complexes deposited on an SIF
surface can be enhanced up to 18-fold due to plasmonic
interactions. The pigment-protein complexes remain intact
despite the presence of the metal film, but they photobleach
more rapidly due to increased number of photocycles. The
experimental findings are supported by model calculations
of the electric-field enhancement of both absorption and
emission, which outweigh any fluorescence quenching due
to the Ag NP. Under the experimental conditions, the ob-
served fluorescence enhancement is mainly due to the absorp-
tion increase, although it is also possible that the presence
of Ag NPs affects the energy transfer from peridinin to
chlorophyll. The ability to tune the absorption and emission
probabilities of light-harvesting complexes via plasmonic
interactions paves a new way for improving the performance
of these biomolecules, as well as for designing artificial
hybrid light-harvesting systems. Particularly appealing is
the prospect of using advanced biochemical techniques to
control the morphology of such hybrid structures, thereby
optimizing the interactions between biomolecules and metal
nanoparticles.
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